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What's actually in Australia's encryption
laws?

Labor caved in last Thursday. Despite spending hours telling Parliament why the Assistance
and Access Bill was dangerous garbage, and complaining about the rushed process, they
dropped all of their proposed amendments and voted in the sitting government's version
anyway. The most controversial part is the "frameworks for voluntary and mandatory industry
assistance to law enforcement and intelligence agencies" to help government access the
content of encrypted communications.
Under the new laws, Australian government agencies can issue three kinds of notices:
Technical Assistance Notices (TAN), which are compulsory notices for a "designated
communication provider" to use an interception capability they already have; Technical
Capability Notices (TCN), which are compulsory notices for a designated communication
provider to build a new interception capability, so that it can meet subsequent Technical
Assistance Notices; and Technical Assistance Requests (TAR), which are "voluntary" requests,
but which have been described by experts as the most dangerous of the three because there
was less oversight, at least in the original version of the law.
Is this about ﬁghting terrorism and child abuse? Kinda. It includes any crime "punishable by a
maximum term of imprisonment of 3 years or more or for life". ASIS can also ask for
assistance in relation to "the interests of Australia's foreign relations or the interests of
Australia's national economic well-being".
Who's impacted? Pretty much anyone and everyone who provides any kind of online service or
communications equipment to anyone in Australia, and anyone who even installs or maintains
the kit. Yes, that includes anyone who has a website.
Read More on ZDNet

Even More on ProtonMail Blog

Google+ to Shut Down Early After New API
Flaw potentially impacts 52.5 Million Users

Google said it discovered another critical security vulnerability in one of Google+'s People
APIs that could have allowed developers to steal private information on 52.5 million users,
including their name, email address, occupation, and age.
The vulnerable API in question is called "People: get" that has been designed to let developers
request basic information associated with a user proﬁle .However, software update in
November introduced the bug in the Google+ People API that allowed apps to view users'
information even if a user proﬁle was set to not-public. Google engineers discovered the
security issue during standard testing procedures and addressed it within a week of the issue
being introduced.
The company said it found no evidence that the vulnerability was exploited or its users' data
was misused by any third-party app developers. Google also assured its users that no
passwords, ﬁnancial data, national identiﬁcation numbers or any other sensitive data were left
exposed by this API bug. Google said the company is going to shut down its social media
network in April 2019 instead of August.
Read More on TheHackerNews

Even More on ArsTechnica
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This is the last Kindred Security Newsletter for 2018

It's time for the Kindred Group Security team to take some holiday. The newsletter will be off
for a few weeks during Christmas and New Year's Eve. But don't worry, we'll be back. See you
soon for some awesome infosec news!
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